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Power On & Confirmation of Settings:
General – The power input point for the TAK Servo System is located in the main utility cabinet and channeled to
the operating devices and operator interface. Power requirement is dependent on system design and customer
request. TAK default build requirements are 120VAC or 208/220 VAC 3Ph on a 20A circuit. Upon first power up
of the system the Operator Interface Screen will display any system fault messages and wait until the faults are
corrected.

Due to the extreme versatility of this feed system and software all instructions are written to
convey the most general operation of the system. Many options and add-on features are
available and not described or addressed in this manual but personal assistance is available
from Novo on all features or applications.

Warning - Be sure to check all program settings for the current job before allowing the Servo
System to proceed with any operations!

System Operation;
Threading up the Servo System:
1.
2.
3.

4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

11.

12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

Check to be sure that the power is “On” by observing the disconnect handle on the control panel and there is 80
psi of air pressure supplied to all points of the system.
From any of the main startup screens “Reset” all error/alarm messages & then proceed to the “setup” screen.
If this feature is used, alternately press the drive roll (material) clamping “Open or Close” screen button and
observe that the top rolls move from open to closed and leave the rolls in the up or “open” position. If the
system is a manual closure, move the clamping mechanism open & closed to check for proper operation.
NOTE: When doing any setup functions especially with a remote encoder option be sure to place the unit
in “Setup” by selecting it with the key switch on the front panel. Failure to do this might result in motion
of the drive belts if the encoder wheel is turned.
Place the unit in “Setup” mode.
Remove the lexan interlocking cover in front of the drive rolls.
Move the wire out sensor arm to the open or “up” position.
Remove any remaining wire from the system by carefully pulling it back ( towards the wire straightener ) out
of the servo drive section of the system.
If required attach/load a new spool/coil of material to the system payoff.
It may be necessary to file a “nose” on the wire prior to trying to thread it through the system. Any burr or
other deformity may cause the wire to get “hung up” during the threading process since each of the tooling
pieces ( guides, drive rolls, quills, etc. ) are machined to precise tolerances.
If a wire straightener has not been set up for the wire diameter then the procedures outlined for the
straightening device should be followed before proceeding to the next step. If any other optional equipment
has been provided with the system please read all manuals or instructions for them. If manuals are not
immediately available or have been misplaced please go to the TAK website at takenterprises.com where you
will be able to find manuals and drawings for systems and options.
When used, check the TAK wire straightener “offset values” to ensure that nothing has “migrated” since the
run of wire through the system.
Proceed to thread the wire through the straightener by hand feeding the wire an inch or so at a time.
Continue with feeding the wire through the drive guides, between the drive belts and on into the system
cutter head or other attached devices.
Once the wire is through the system, activate the drive clamping (manual or by button) to “close” so that the
upper drive belts come down onto the wire and adjust the pressure as required.
If the wire did not “hang up” during threading then you can continue to feed it forward or reverse through the
system using the “jog” functions until it is observed in a starting position for the process being performed.
Recheck the wire path all the way back to the payoff spool to ensure that the wire is free to be fed.
Rotate the wire out sensor arm down to ride on the wire entering the feed unit.
Jog the material forward and make a couple test cuts to assure correct operation. Use the cut button on the
setup screen to activate the cutter output.

Replace the lexan interlocking cover and switch the unit to “Run” mode.
The system is now ready to produce.

Operator Input Screen

#1

#2

Item #1:
Item #2:

Operator input touch screen.
System E-Stop.

Power Up Default Main Screen:
This is the main opening screen that is displayed upon powering up the system. From here all the
screen tabs aligned across the top of the screen are available by touching the appropriate tab
button.

This tab bar containing the buttons is consistent in action across all screens.

MAIN: Pressing this button will take you to this screen from other screens.
RUN: Pressing this button will bring you to the run screen where it is possible to monitor and
activate the system to produce parts.
SETUP: Pressing this button will bring you to the setup screen where it is possible to set some of
the system operational parameters to activate the system to produce parts.
ADMIN: Pressing this button will bring you to the admin screen where it is possible to set some
of the critical system operational parameters to activate and tune the system. This screen is
password protected for setup & supervisory personnel.
MAINTENANCE: Pressing this button will bring you to the maintenance screen where it is
possible to set some of the system operational parameters.
ALARMS: Pressing this button will bring you to the alarm screen where it is possible to monitor
and review the system errors that have occurred.

Admin Screen Section:
The admin screen is only accessible by passcode entry. After pressing the admin tab button on
any screen you will be presented with a keypad to enter the security code. The values and entry
fields on the admin screens are critical to the operation of the system and are protected by
security code entry. Security codes are supplied under separate cover and are available from
Novo at any time.

Admin “Settings” Screen
Winder Option

The values and fields on this screen are only accessible after the proper security code has been entered.
This also opens up the ability to navigate between system setup sub tabs.
Maintenance Counter: The value shown in this field shows the part count total since the last “Reset”
was performed.
Life Counter: The value shown in this field shows the part count total since the last “Reset” was
performed by direction from the factory or by TAK factory personnel. Any entry in this field is also
security code protected separate from any published codes.
SERVO In-Position time:
This field entry will delay the step following the index move so that the
servo has time to settle out if necessary.
Wheel Diameter:
This entry field is where the actual drive wheel diameter is entered and is solely
critical to the proper length feeding operation.

1. Pressing the “Apply Settings” button is required for the system to accept the entry.
2. The area box containing the buttons will flash until the “Apply Settings” is pressed.
3. The color of this box is an indication of which measurement method is being used, either
English (Green) or Metric (Red). This choice is detailed in the instructions on the
maintenance screen.
Remote Encoder:
difficult materials.

This button will engage the remote encoder when used to manage feed lengths of

Remote Encoder Wheel Diameter:
This entry field is where the actual encoder wheel diameter is
entered and is solely critical to the proper length feeding operation.

1. Pressing the “Apply Settings” button is required for the system to accept the entry.
2. The area box containing the buttons will flash until the “Apply Settings” is pressed.
3. The color of this box is an indication of which measurement method is being used, either
English (Green) or Metric (Red). This choice is detailed in the instructions on the
maintenance screen.
System Restart: This button will warm reboot the control system.

Winder Option
“Option” Wind/Bend: This button allows the user to enable the servo wind/bend mechanism on the
machine. If this is OFF, the machine is used as a standard Feed and Cut machine. If this is ON, the
machine has the capability to perform winds and/or bends based on the WIND/BEND SETTINGS
“Option” Wind/Bend Settings: This button shows a popup with inputs for all of the possible winding
settings.

Feed Length #N:

These inputs correspond to the feed length of each segment of a bent part.

Bend Angle #N:
bent part.

These inputs correspond to the bend angle of each bend between segments of a

Bend Speed:

Corresponds to the rotational speed of the bend/wind.

Part Length:

Corresponds to the part length of the part.

Abrasive Cut Option

Diag Encoder:
extrusion.

This button will enable the diagnostic upstream encoder to monitor any

Abrasive Cut Settings: This button will show the popup below which gives the admin the ability to
change the Abrasive Cut parameters.

Cut Axis Speed:

Speed of the axis moving the cutting wheel into place.

Pre-cut Position:

Position where the axis should be prior to starting the cut sequence.

Cut Travel:

Distance the axis will move during the cut sequence.

Saw Spinning Timeout:The time after the saw motor turns on before it is determined whether it is
spinning or throw an error.
Saw Move Delay:
of the wire.

The time after the saw motor is spinning before beginning the move into the path

Apply Settings:

Apply the abrasive cut settings that have changed.

Chamfer Option

Chamfer Settings:
sequence.

This button will show the popup below with the settings for the chamfer

No Chamfer:

This will set the machine back to a feed and cut sequence without chamfering.

Chamfer Option

Transport Speed:

Speed that the chamfer unit moves in and out of the wire line of travel.

Pre-Chamfer Position: Position where the chamfer unit sits while wire feeds and the unit is not
chamfering.
Chamfer Position:

Position on the transport axis where the chamfer unit sits to chamfer wire.

Chamfer Speed:

Rotational speed of the chamfer unit.

Chamfer Feed Speed: Wire feed speed during the chamfer part of the sequence.
Chamfer Feed Length: Distance the wire will be fed during the chamfer process.
Pre-Chamfer Feed Length:
chamfering process.

Distance the wire should be fed after the previous cut to prepare for

Chamfer Pause Time: Time delay after chamfer feed length is reached where the chamfering is still
being performed.
Apply Settings: Apply the chamfer settings that have changed.

Admin “Display” Screen

This screen gives the ability to set the date and time as well as the screen brightness.

Admin “Network” Screen

This screen allows for the viewing and setting of the IP address of the PLC. WARNING: If this IP
address is changed, there is a chance that remote connection through the eWON will not be possible!

Admin “Axis Setup” Basic Screen

This screen allows for the setting of motion parameters. The acceleration and deceleration are the same
here as on the Maintenance screen, but the rest of the parameters have to do with the Jogging or homing
of the machine.

Admin “Axis Setup Motor” Screen

This screen allows the administrator to setup the motor parameters necessary for each axis of motion.
These have been commissioned according to the delivered machine. These include the gear ratio for the
motion of each axis. This would need to be updated with the introduction of a new gear box.

Admin “Axis Setup Limits” Screen

This screen allows the administrator to adjust the limits of the axes.

Admin “Axis Setup Tuning” Screen

This screen allows for the administrator to adjust the tuning values of each axis and perform an autotune
on an axis. This could be helpful for a motor replacement in the future.

Admin “System Master” Screen

This screen allows the administrator the ability to set the expected line voltage coming into the drives. It
also allows for an import or export of the machine data which can be exported to USB. This will
typically be done to pull parameters from one machine to another.

Run Screen
The following screens listed under the heading of “Run Screen” will show various sub
screens and message popups depending on the options purchased with the system.
On this screen, the basic monitoring will be done while running. All features on this page will enable the
operator to monitor the job setup and part production while running.

Part Preset:
This section shows the quantity of parts required as set on the setup screen. Not used
on system without batching
Batch Preset:
This section shows the quantity of batches required as set on the setup screen. Not
used on system without batching
Cut Per Min:

When the system is running, this section shows the running speed of the system in
“Cuts Per Minute”.

Parts Reset & Total Reset:
These buttons will clear the corresponding counts in the actual run.
These must be held for 2 seconds to take.
Run Actual:

1. Parts:
This section shows the current quantity of parts produced in the current batch.
2. Total:
This section shows the total parts produced in the current run since the last
“total reset” found on the setup screen.
3. Batch: This section shows the current quantity of batches produced in the current run.
Throughput Speed:
This is an indicator showing the actual throughput speed in the current running
condition based on set feeds & speeds.

Run Screen
Feed Length Comp.:

This section consists of a couple different functional components.

1. This entry button and pop-up keypad will either add (+) or (-) the entered dimension from
the length of each produced part to compensate for variations in materials or feeding
conditions.
2. Pressing the “Apply Settings” button is required for the system to accept the entry.
3. The area box containing the buttons will flash until the “Apply Settings” is pressed.
4. The color of this box is an indication of which measurement method is being used, either
English (Green) or Metric (Red). This choice is detailed in the instructions on the
maintenance screen.
Clamp Indicator:
This indicator is a run verification of the material clamp condition as set on the
setup screen. This indicator needs to be green for the system to operate.
Servo Indicator:
This indicator is a run verification of the servo enable condition as set on the
admin screen. This indicator needs to be green for the system to operate.
Conveyor engaged:
When the conveyor options are enabled there is another indicator visible showing
that it is active. This hidden indicator is between the (2) existing indicators when inactive. Not used on
system with downstream pick instead of conveyor.
Jog Mode Active:
A popup is shown when on Run screen if Jog Mode is active. This prevents any
button to be pressed on the Run screen other than the Tabs at the top to change pages.

Run Screen
Run Complete:
A popup is shown when a run has been completed indicating how many parts and
how many batches were produced. This popup prevents any other action without the OK button being
pressed.

Setup Screen Section:

On this screen the operator will set the operating parameters for producing the parts as required for the
job. The first series of entry buttons down the left side of the screen are also enclosed in an area box of a
color indicating the measurement method used and chosen on the maintenance screen. If any entries are
changed or new values are entered in any of these fields, the boxed area will flash until the “Apply
Settings” button is pressed.
Part Length:

This button will pop up a keypad to be used to enter the desired Part Length.

Feed Position: This field monitors the distance of material fed in any feed cycle and is cleared upon a cut
activation.
Winder Position: This field monitors the winder position. Not shown in systems with wind/bend disabled.
Part Preset:

This field is where the operator will input the quantity of parts required for the job run.

Batch Preset: This field is where the operator will input the quantity of batches required for the job run.
Part Reset:

This button will reset the part count to zero by holding it for at least 5 seconds

Total reset:

This button will reset the total part count to zero by holding it for at least 5 seconds.

Manual Cut:
This will activate an output that is defaulted to the cutting head. ( If equipped) This
manual cut button will only work if the system is in a stopped/waiting state. This means that a manual
cut can’t be performed in a “paused” system condition.

Setup Screen
Material:
This will activate an output that is defaulted to the drive roll clamping. (if equipped)
This button is required to be activated under all conditions or the system will not run. This is a safety
feature designed to make sure the system will not run if the material is not clamped by the feed rolls when
using a pneumatic or hydraulic clamping system.
Alarm Reset:
This button will reset the system after fixing an alarm condition. The following is
a listing of default alarms but not limited to these conditions depending on system integration
requirements. A press of the “Reset” button on the face of the control panel is required to continue
running.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

A safety system violation.
A loss of air pressure signal.
A material out signal.
A cut home signal. (used only in the sensor cut mode)
A cut away signal. (used only in the sensor cut mode)
A material snag signal. (If equipped)
A remote device signal. (If equipped)
The “At Maintenance Count” value is reached.
A Servo alarm on either lane.

Feed Jog/Winder Jog: This button will engage/disengage the jog function on the selected lane. Winder
Jog is not available when Wind/Bend is disabled.
Jog Speed:
lane.

This button will give the operator a choice of a fast or slow jog speed on the selected

Jog Forward/Clockwise:
lane.

This button will jog the machine in the forward direction on the selected

Jog Reverse/Counter-Clockwise:
selected lane.

This button will jog the machine in the reverse direction on the

Accessory:
Pressing this button will advance the conveyor or other group retaining
equipment to the next open section. This button is only available if the conveyor has been enabled on the
accessory screen. This function is meant to be used with a compartmented conveyor or segmented batch
collection equipment using a single sensor. When enabled, the control will look for the sensor input at the
end of a batch, engage the conveyor output and then disengage when it see the same sensor input again.
The system will then be ready to produce the next batch. Not compatible with Wind/Bend.
Part Eject:
Pressing this button will advance the material a distance input on the accessory screen
to eject the previously cut part from the exit guiding system when used with the dumping stacker type
equipment. This length is subtracted from the next part length so the feed will compensate to the correct
length for the first part of the next feed. This eject feed is required to get the material away from the
cutting & exit guide system so the parts can rotate without interference. Not compatible with Wind/Bend.

Setup Screen
Winder Option

On this screen the operator will set the operating parameters for producing the parts as required for the
job. The first series of entry buttons down the left side of the screen are also enclosed in an area box of a
color indicating the measurement method used and chosen on the maintenance screen. If any entries are
changed or new values are entered in any of these fields, the boxed area will flash until the “Apply
Settings” button is pressed.
Part Length:

This button will pop up a keypad to be used to enter the desired Part Length.

Feed Position: This field monitors the distance of material fed in any feed cycle and is cleared upon a cut
activation.
Home Winder: This button will set the current position of the winder as its Zero. Not shown in systems
with wind/bend disabled.
Bend Arbor Home/Away: This button will trigger the change in state of the solenoid driving the bend
arbor into and out of the path of the wire. Not shown in systems with wind/bend disabled.
Winder Position: This field monitors the winder position. Not shown in systems with wind/bend disabled.
Part Preset:

This field is where the operator will input the quantity of parts required for the job run.

Batch Preset: This field is where the operator will input the quantity of batches required for the job run.
Part Reset:

This button will reset the part count to zero by holding it for at least 5 seconds

Total reset:

This button will reset the total part count to zero by holding it for at least 5 seconds.

Manual Cut:
This will activate an output that is defaulted to the cutting head. ( If equipped) This
manual cut button will only work if the system is in a stopped/waiting state. This means that a manual
cut can’t be performed in a “paused” system condition.
Material:
This will activate an output that is defaulted to the drive roll clamping. (if equipped)
This button is required to be activated under all conditions or the system will not run. This is a safety
feature designed to make sure the system will not run if the material is not clamped by the feed rolls when
using a pneumatic or hydraulic clamping system.
Alarm Reset:
This button will reset the system after fixing an alarm condition. The following is
a listing of default alarms but not limited to these conditions depending on system integration
requirements. A press of the “Reset” button on the face of the control panel is required to continue
running.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

A safety system violation.
A loss of air pressure signal.
A material out signal.
A cut home signal. (used only in the sensor cut mode)
A cut away signal. (used only in the sensor cut mode)
A material snag signal. (If equipped)
A remote device signal. (If equipped)
The “At Maintenance Count” value is reached.
A Servo alarm on either lane.

Feed Jog/Winder Jog: This button will engage/disengage the jog function on the selected lane. Winder
Jog is not available when Wind/Bend is disabled.
Jog Speed:
lane.

This button will give the operator a choice of a fast or slow jog speed on the selected

Jog Forward/Clockwise:
lane.

This button will jog the machine in the forward direction on the selected

Jog Reverse/Counter-Clockwise:
selected lane.

This button will jog the machine in the reverse direction on the

Accessory:
Pressing this button will advance the conveyor or other group retaining
equipment to the next open section. This button is only available if the conveyor has been enabled on the
accessory screen. This function is meant to be used with a compartmented conveyor or segmented batch
collection equipment using a single sensor. When enabled, the control will look for the sensor input at the
end of a batch, engage the conveyor output and then disengage when it see the same sensor input again.
The system will then be ready to produce the next batch. Not compatible with Wind/Bend.
Part Eject:
Pressing this button will advance the material a distance input on the accessory screen
to eject the previously cut part from the exit guiding system when used with the dumping stacker type
equipment. This length is subtracted from the next part length so the feed will compensate to the correct
length for the first part of the next feed. This eject feed is required to get the material away from the
cutting & exit guide system so the parts can rotate without interference. Not compatible with Wind/Bend.

Setup Screen
Abrasive Cut Option

Cut Jog:
This button will engage/disengage the jog function on the selected lane. Cut Jog is not
available when Abrasive Cut is disabled.
Move To Precut:
Pressing this button will move the cut axis to the pre-cut position. Not available
when Abrasive Cut is disabled.
Diag Encoder Position: This field monitors the position of the upstream diagnostic encoder. Not shown
in systems with abrasive cut and diag encoder disabled.
Cut Sequence: This will run the abrasive cut sequence by turning the saw on and moving into wire
path to cut wire. Not shown when Abrasive Cut option is disabled.
Home Cut Axis: This button will perform the homing procedure for the abrasive cut axis. Not shown
when Abrasive Cut option is disabled.

Setup Screen
Chamfer Option

Move To Prechamfer: This button will move the transport axis into the pre-chamfer position. Not
available when Chamfer is disabled.
Home Chamfer Transport:
This button will perform the homing procedure for the transport axis.
Not available when Chamfer is disabled.
Chamfer/Transport Jog:
This button will engage/disengage the jog function on the selected lane.
Not available when Chamfer is disabled.

Accessory Screen

On this screen is where the operator can enable or disable accessory functions of attached equipment.
This screen is not applicable with systems including bending and winding
Conveyor Dumping Stacker:
Conveyor:
This button will enable a conveyor with a dumping option. The actual conveyor
speed is controlled on the conveyor unit.
Post Feed Time:
This time entry will pop up a keypad to enter the conveyor over run time
desired to pull the previous part from the cut & guiding section prior to the dumping action.
Compartmented Conveyor:
This button will enable the conveyor described on the “Setup” page.
Conveyor:
This button will enable the compartmented conveyor. The actual conveyor index
speed is controlled on the conveyor unit.
Feed Length: The feed length entry will pop up a keypad to enter the over feed desired to eject
the previous part from the cut & guiding section.
Feed Speed: The feed speed entry will pop up a keypad to enter the feed speed desired to eject
the previous part from the cut & guiding section.
4 position Compartmented Dumping Stacker:
Stacker:
This button will enable the 4 position dumping stacker. The actual rotation speed
is controlled on the dumping unit.
Feed Length: The feed length entry will pop up a keypad to enter the over feed desired to eject
the previous part from the cut & guiding section.
Feed Speed: The feed speed entry will pop up a keypad to enter the feed speed desired to eject
the previous part from the cut & guiding section.
Pneumatic bending option: This button will enable the Pneumatic Bending option. On machines with
Wind/Bend Enabled, this changes the bend to a pneumatic bend. This SHOULD NOT BE ENABLED
TOGETHER.

Maintenance Screen Section:
On the maintenance screen it is possible to enter values that regulate the speed and time required for the
system to produce a feed. Other field button choices will regulate the operation of the system. Access to
the accessory screen is also made available in the tabs at the top of this screen.

Cut Dwell Time:
The time entry in this field will regulate the output time that the default cutter
output will stay active. Any changes to these fields will cause a popup keypad to be available to enter the
changes. Depending on the features ordered with the system, TAK will set all settings for optimum
performance where possible. Please record these settings prior to entering new ones.
Acceleration:
The entry in this field will control the speed at which the system will ramp up to
speed. A smaller number will create a slow ramp and a large number will generate a fast ramp. This
setting will be variable depending on the application or materials used in the system. If a high (short)
ramp value is used in conjunction with a high feed rate on the setup screen it will possibly kick out the
servo control and a reset will be necessary on the “Admin” screen.
Deceleration:
The entry in this field will control the speed at which the system will ramp down
to stop. A smaller number will create a slow ramp and a large number will generate a fast ramp. This
setting will be variable depending on the application or materials used in the system. If a high (short)
ramp value is used in conjunction with a high feed rate on the setup screen it will possibly kick out the
servo control and a reset will be necessary on the “Admin” screen.
Cut Width:
If the system is designed with tooling that removes a section of material from the part
feed, by entering the width of the cut in this field, the system will compensate for this loss automatically
and deliver the part to the correct length. If a length is entered here on a system with no section removal,
the part will be incorrect.

Maintenance Counter Set:
The value entered in this field will generate a warning message when the
count shown in the maintenance counter reaches this set value.

Apply Settings:

1. Pressing the “Apply Settings” button is required for the system to accept a new entry.
2. The area box containing the buttons will flash until the “Apply Settings” is pressed.
3. The color of this box is an indication of which measurement method is being used, either
English (Green) or Metric (Red).
Audible Alarm:
sonic alarm.

If the system is equipped with this feature, this button will toggle to turn on or off the

Cut Mode:

This button will toggle the timed and sensored modes of the system.

1. Timed:
This will cause the default cutter output to activate based on the time entered
in the “Cut Dwell Time” entry field.
2. Sensored: This mode requires the cut head output to be monitored by (2) sensors to
control the action of the cut head or other processes to use a “Home-Away-Home”
sequence.
English/Metric:
This button will toggle the English and Metric modes of the system. The box
enclosures shown around buttons on various screens will be green for English and red for metric.
Pause Mode:

This mode button is used to choose between pausing the system;

1. “Post Part” where after the cutter action on each part produced, the system will dwell the
time entered in the “Pause Mode Time” field.

2. “Post Batch” where after the last cutter action on each batch produced, the system will
dwell the time entered in the “Pause Mode Time” field.
3. When the “Pause Mode Time” field is at “0” the unit will run without pause at either
condition.

Diagnostics Screen Section:
This screen includes sub tabs for all machine diagnostics.

Diagnostics Alarms Screen

This screen shows all active machine alarms.

Diagnostics Alarm History Screen

This screen shows history of alarms with up to 4000 entries.

Diagnostics I/O Screen

This screen shows the current state of all IO modules and their inputs/outputs.

Diagnostics Safe I/O Screen

This screen shows the current status of all Safety IO points.

Diagnostics Axis Data Screen

This screen shows the data for each of the servo axes.

Hardware Change Instructions:
Servo Drives:
The B&R Servo Drives are able to be changed out with a new part without
any programming necessary. The firmware on the drives will be compared with the expected
firmware by the PLC upon a hardware change and the correct firmware will be loaded if it is not
already on the drive. These drives are therefore capable to swap and power back on the system.
1. Remove all connectors from the drive, and unscrew the two screws holding it in place
on the backpanel.
2. Once the Drive is off of the backpanel and disconnected, remove the plug in modules
from the bottom front of the drive.
3. Place these plug in modules in the same slots on the new drive.
4. Mount the new drive in place.
5. Connect all connectors.
IO Modules:
The IO modules in the panel are easily changeable as well. The following
documents the procedure:

Remove the terminal block by pressing the tab at the top
of the block. Removal of wires from the terminal block is
not necessary.

Press the triangular module release at the top of the IO
module while pulling the module straight out. The module
will not come out until the terminal block ‘hook’ has been
unhooked from the backplane module.

Reinstall the new module in the reverse order.
HMI Panel:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

To replace the HMI panel, follow the procedure below:

Remove all connectors from the HMI panel.
Remove the CF Card from the HMI panel.
Unmount the HMI panel from the enclosure.
Mount the new HMI panel into the enclosure.
Place the CF Card into the new HMI panel.
Reconnect all connectors to the new HMI panel.

The CF Card contains all software, firmware and operating system for the HMI panel and the
rest of the hardware on the system. Therefore, there is no configuration or programming
necessary when replacing hardware modules.

Installation/Sharpening of square quills:
If your purchased unit was ordered with square quills or you have added this option to an existing
machine, the following instructions and included drawings will guide you thru the removal,
sharpening & replacement of the quill sets.
ATTENTION: Remove the air supply and shut off the power to the unit. The following
instructions make reference to item numbers shown in drawings in the user manual and this
addendum.
DISASSEMBLY:
1.
Remove the (2) screws holding the cutter cylinder to the cutter body.
2.
Lay the cylinder to the side out of the way. There is no need to disconnect the air lines
from the cylinder.
3.
Remove the (2) screws holding the cutter body assembly to the base.
4.
You will observe that the gas spring under the cutter assembly will push the assembly
up appr. .06 from the seated position, this is normal.
5.
Remove the cutter arm cover from the cutter body.
6.
Remove the cutter quill body block from the cutter body.
7.
Remove the stationary quill from the cutter body.
8.
Remove the traveling quill from the quill body block.
SHARPENING:
The cutting quills are marked and are possibly different lengths. The stationary quill will have the
smaller wire hole and will be shorter in length than the traveling quill. One face is closer to the
alignment pin, this face will be the cutting end (surface “A”) and the other will have a tapered
entry or exit depending which quill is being sharpened.
When sharpening the cutting quills be sure to keep the alignment pin in its groove and the (2)
halves square and aligned in a “V” block or other fixture.
1.
Grind the cutting face until the worn/dull section of the shape is gone.
2.
Lap the face of the quills until the surface is smooth and grind lines are gone.
3.
Use a small piece of brass or wood with fine lapping compound and very lightly
remove the sharp edge around the shape or hole.
RE-ASSEMBLY:
Please refer to the enclosed addendum drawing.
1.
Most but not all square quills are manufactured in (2) halves. Orient the quills so that
the (2) halves are on top and bottom, place the split line in the horizontal position.
2.
Place the stationary quill into the cutter body with the just sharpened face (surface “A”
#1) flush with the inner cutter body face (surface “B” #2) as shown then adjusted as
follows.
3.
The face of this quill (surface “A” #1) must be placed flush with the inside surface of
the cutter body (surface “B” #2) and tightened into place. A block or a dial indicator

Installation/Sharpening of square quills:
4.

5.

6.
7.
8.

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

placed into the traveling quill groove can be used to assure that the quill is not sticking
out or depressed below the surface (surface “B” #2).
Place the traveling quill into the traveling quill body block with the just sharpened face
(surface “A” #4) flush with the traveling quill block face (#3) this face is also identified
by the chamfers on (2) of the vertical edges.
This is the quill that needs be adjusted to provide the correct amount of clearance to
achieve the “break” required for the material being cut. This clearance value will have
to be determined by the operator by experimentation. The correct value will give a cut
with a clean square surface with no burr. If the clearance is set too tight, tool edge life
will be shortened and if set too large the material will have burrs or not cut off
correctly.
The best method of setting this clearance is to use a dial indicator that has a resolution
of .0001 inch.
Place the traveling quill body block on a surface plate or other suitable surface with the
cutting face (surface “A” #3 & #4) facing up.
Indicate the face of the quill (surface “A” #4) and place it below the face (#3) of the
traveling quill block a predetermined amount that was recorded previously or at a point
you wish to use to evaluate a cut.
Slide the traveling quill body block back into the cutter body groove as shown with the
sharpened faces of the quills facing each other.
Replace the cutter arm cover.
Place the cutter assembly back over the gas spring and tighten in place.
Replace the cut cylinder and tighten in place.
Re-initialize the unit and proceed making trial cuts to verify cut quality.

This instruction is very similar across the complete SF&C line of machines, independent of the
quill or material shape or size.

SHARPENING PROCEDURE
For QUILL ON QUILL Type
Straighten, Feed & Cut Off Machine
NOTE: Wire hole cutting edge, and any surface leading to wire hole cutting edge should
be free of all tool marks and/or grinding lines. (Figures 1, 2 & 3)

Step 1: Grind Traveling Quill
Grind end (A) of Quill (opposite wire exit side) flat and perpendicular to body (B) within
.0002. Remove enough material to clean and acquire sharp edge for the full diameter of
the wire hole.
See Fig #1
NOTE: After grinding, surface (A) must be lapped to remove any grinding lines and to
ensure longevity. (Step 3)

Step 2: Grind Stationary Quill
Grind end (A) of quill (opposite wire entry side) flat and perpendicular to body (B)
within .0002. Remove enough material to clean and acquire sharp edge for the full
diameter of the wire hole.
See Fig #1

Step 3: Lapping Procedure
a. Use diamond lapping compound to remove all grinding lines.
b. Radius or break the wire hole cutting edge approx. .002 for hard wire only.

Quill on Quill Setting Procedure
Step 1: Stationary Quill
Set stationary quill with surface (A) (Fig 1) flush to surface (B). (Fig 2) Do not extend
above surface (B). Use appropriate shim grind rings to set surface (A) of the stationary
quill flush to surface (B) of the cutter body.
Step 2: Traveling Quill
Set traveling quill with surface (A) (Fig 1) flush or below the cutter arm surface (C) (Fig
3) do not extend out from surface (C). Use appropriate shim grind rings to set surface
(A) of the travelling quill flush or below surface (C) of the cutter
arm.
NOTE: Properly set quills should have clearance between surface (A) on stationary
quill) and surface (A) on traveling quill dependent on the wire type and hardness.

Illustrations:
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Basic Troubleshooting List.
This list is intended to guide you to some common solutions and all the following checks should
be read and or tried prior to contacting technical support. The proper function of this machine
depends upon, but not limited to, the following (4) categories. NOTICE: Any attempt to access
or modify inner components or modify the operation of the basic machine without the express
consent or direction of technical support will result in restrictions stated in the disclaimer shown
elsewhere in this manual.

Basics:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Check for proper air supply and recommended 80 PSI pressure.
Check for proper electrical connection.
Check that all components are in their proper place and secured correctly.
Check that the safety cover is on and in the proper position.

Pneumatics:
Q:

Will the machine make a complete cycle ?

A:
1. Check for proper air supply and recommended 80 PSI supply pressure.

Q:

Where in the cycle does the machine stop?

A:
1.
2.
3.

Q:

Check that all components are in their proper place and secured correctly.
Check for binding in the machine or on the wire line.
Check for proper sensor operation by referring to electrical section.

Does the machine cycle but not cut?

A:
1.
2.

Q:

Check for proper 80 PSI air supply and recommended 70/80 PSI cutter pressure.
Manually check the function of the cut-off cylinder air valve by depressing the
small button located on the valve or the button on the operator screen.

Does the machine cycle but not feed?

A:
1.
2.
3.

Q:

Check for proper 80 PSI air supply and recommended drive wheel pressure.
Manually check the function of all the air valves by depressing the small button
located on each valve.
Check for proper gripper operation by referring to mechanical section.

Does the machine deform the wire during feeding?

A:
1.

Reduce or adjust the air pressure on the grip / drive rolls.
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Q:

Does the machine feed correctly for the first few pieces then feed erratic?

A:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Q:

Check for proper 80 PSI air supply and recommended system pressures.
Check and increase supply air line size if necessary.
Check for proper drive wheel operation by referring to mechanical section.
Check to be sure that the exhaust is not restricted at all ports.

Does the machine feed correctly then start feeding short?

A:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Q:

Check for proper 80 PSI air supply and recommended drive wheel pressure.
Check and increase supply air line size if necessary.
Check for proper drive wheel operation by referring to mechanical section.
Check to be sure that the exhaust is not restricted at all ports.

Does the machine run correctly then stop?

a:
1.
2.

Check error messages on screen for indicated condition.
Check the safety cover interlock.

Electronics:
Q:

Was the machine running before the problem, or did the problem arise when turning on the
machine.?

A:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Q:

Check for proper electrical connection.
Check the fuse inside the control box if you suspect power problem.
Check the safety cover interlock.
If the screen is backlit and the display is functional, assume the control power is
OK

Why won’t the system produce the correct length piece?

a:
1.
2.

Check to be sure that the drive wheels are not slipping and ensure that the system
supply pressure is at 80 PSI
Ensure that the wire diameter is within the proper size and tolerance range.
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Mechanical:
Q:

Will the machine make a complete cycle ?

A:
1.
2.

Q:

Verify that there are no excessive back pressures in the wire decoiling system.
If the machine stops during the cycle, check for binding through out the system.

Does the machine cycle but not cut?

A:
1.

Q:

Verify the operation of the cutter head.

Does the machine cycle but not feed?

A:
1.
2.
3.

Check that all components are in their proper place and secured correctly.
Verify the operation of the drive rolls / grippers and cylinders.
Check for material variation.

Disclaimer
NOVO PRECISION ASSUMES NO RESPONSIBILITY FOR NEITHER INJURY OF PERSON OR PRODUCT OR
ANY LIABILITY RESULTING FROM THE PURCHASE OF PRODUCTS SOLD WITH THE INTENTION OF
MODIFYING OR ATTACHING TO EXISTING EQUIPMENT. ANY EQUIPMENT MODIFIED FROM THE
ORIGINAL CONFIGURATION STATED ON THE PURCHASE ORDER OR CONSIDERED AS MODIFIED
CONFIGURATION BY NOVO, WILL NOT BE COVERED BY ANY GUARANTY OF OPERATION OR FUNCTION.
ANY SUPPORT FOR THE MODIFIED EQUIPMENT WILL BE DETERMINED BY NOVO ON AN INDIVIDUAL
INCIDENT BASIS.

WARNING
This equipment offers various means of operating or controlling machines. The operator must not be in or near the point-of –operation of the
machine, or the operating parts of any equipment installed on the machine, or bodily injury could result. The end customer (EMPLOYER) must post
adequate warning signs onto the machine with proper warnings for his machine and the specific application to which the machine and equipment
are being applied.
OSHA Sections 1910.147, 1910.211, 1910.212 and 1910.217 contain installation information on the distance between danger points and
point-of-operation guards and devices. No specific references have been made to which paragraph of OSHA 1910.147, 1910.211, 1910.211,
1910.217 or any other applicable sections because the paragraphs may change with each edition of the publications of OSHA provisions.
All equipment manufactured by Novo Precision is designed to meet the construction standards of OSHA in effect at the time of sale, but the end
customer (EMPLOYER) installs the equipment so the end customer (EMPLOYER) is responsible for installation, use, application, training and
maintenance, as well as adequate signs on the machine onto which the equipment will be installed.
Remember, OSHA says that the end customer (EMPLOYER) must use operating methods designed to control or eliminate hazards to operating
personnel.
It shall be the responsibility of the end customer (EMPLOYER) to establish and follow a program of periodic and regular inspections of his machine
to insure that all their parts, auxiliary equipment and safeguards are in a safe operating condition and adjustment. Each machine should be
inspected and tested no less than weekly to determine the condition of the machine. Necessary maintenance or repair of both shall be performed
and completed before the machine is operated. The end customer (EMPLOYER) shall maintain records of these inspections and maintenance
work performed.
It is not the responsibility of Novo Precision to provide notification to the user of this equipment concerning future changes in State or Federal laws,
or construction standards.

SAFETY PROGRAM
Accident free operation will result from a well developed, management sponsored and enforced safety program.
Of vital importance to any successful program is the proper selection of guards and devices. However, there is no safety device that will
bring “automatic” safety to your operation.
Of equal importance to this proper selection of the guard and the device is the training of your personnel. Each person must be trained as to
the operation of the guard or safety device, highlighting why they have been provided on the equipment. Rules for safe operating should be
written and enforced at all times. A final major concern of an effective safety program is regularly scheduled inspection and maintenance of
all of the equipment.
To ensure continued safety at all times, top management, line supervisors, safety engineers and all employees must assume their proper
share of the responsibility in the program. Only as a group, one that knows your own operation and its problems, can you carry out an
effective safety program.
To assist you in the development of and continued use of safety programs, many safety minded groups have made guidelines available to
you. However, you must know when and how to apply these guidelines.
The manufacturer provides information to assist you in properly adjusting and maintaining your equipment.
There is no short cut to proper safety, therefore it is recommended that you comply with their recommendations at all times.
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